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BETTING

LAST WEEK

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

McLaren Formula One driver Jenson Button of Britain steers his car into the pits during the second practice session
at the Malaysian Formula One Grand Prix at Sepang, Malaysia this morning. Picture: PA

Expect Vettel to shell out
another defeat on Button

ODDS-COMPILERS’ views of
this weekend’s Petronas
Malaysian Grand Prix is that
the winner will come from
one of Jenson Button, Lewis
Hamilton or Sebastian Vettel
with Mark Webber the only
realistic challenger to that
trio.

You could throw a blanket over
the top three in the outright market
as Button, Hamilton and Vettel are
all generally on offer at 11-4, though
Vettel can be supported at 3-1 with
skyBET to claim a victory at the
Sepang International Circuit in Ku-
ala Lumpur.
Defending champion Vettel de-

scribed McLaren’s Jenson Button as
“unbeatable” following the latter’s
relentless pursuit of the top spot on
the podium in Australia last week-
end but that was Button’s third vic-
tory in the past four renewals Down
Under so it doesn’t necessarily mean
he will automatically follow up in
Malaysia, though he is obviously
driving with plenty of confidence in
himself and the car.
Vettel finished behind Button in

Australia but did win here last year
having began the race in pole posi-
tion so it would be no surprise to
witness the former finish in front
again on this occasion, don’t forget,
Vettel won 11 of 19 races last term on
his way to back-to-back titles.
The German was 2.1 seconds shy

of Button last weekend however, that
result may have refocused his mind
for the task at hand and therefore is
worth backing to small stakes at 3s
for victory.
Outside of the top three in the bet-

ting, Vettel’s team-mate Mark
Webber is the 11-1 fourth favourite
with Boylesports though interest-
ingly is merely 7-1 with both totes-
port.com and BETFRED.
Mercedes duo Nico Rosberg and

Michael Schumacher are next at
bodog.com’s 22s.
In keeping with the odds being

laid in relation to the Petronas
Malaysian Grand Prix the Drivers’
Championship outright betting has
a similar feel to it.
Vettel is the 2-1 favourite virtually

across the betting industry board,
Button’s 5-2 and Hamilton is 3-1.
Meanwhile, McLaren, on 40

points, are the 3-4 market leaders
with spotingbet.com in the Con-
structors’ Championship outright
betting heading into the second
weekend of Formula One action.

Ladbrokes’ 13-8 is the best avail-
able offer on second favourites Red
Bull but there is then an indicated
gulf in class from that pairing to
general 20-1 shot Mercedes while
bet365, BLUESQ and 888sport.com
are laying 33s on Ferrari.

Recommendation Sebastian
Vettel to win the Petronas Malaysian
Grand Prix 0.5pt 3-1 skyBET.
● BET365’s 17-4 represents the
lengthiest odds around about the
prospect of Cork City leaving the
Brandywell tonight with maximum
points in the Airtricity League
Premier Division.
Gary Twigg’s 94th minute header

denied Tommy Dunne’s unit three
points last Friday at Turner’s Cross
but City have come in for steady, if
not spectacular, support.
SkyBET and BetVictor trimmed

City’s match betting odds from 4s in-
to 7-2 and 19-5 respectively in the last
few days but despite a slight im-
provement in performance at home
to Shamrock Rovers, Bet365’s quote
still makes little appeal.
Punters should not look at how

the result very nearly finished in
City’s favour because of how fortu-
nate Gavin Kavanagh was to see his

speculative shot somehow fly past
Oskar Jannson and instead analyse
how lacking they were once again in
the opposition’s final third.
Unfortunately, City are simply not

creating enough genuine goal-scor-
ing opportunities to warrant any
sort of investment on Dunne’s men
winning a match.
And until they do City should not

be backed.
It may well turn out that

everything falls into place for the
Rebel Army tonight but considering
we hope that to be the case as it is
we won’t be at all despondent were it
to come to fruition without having a
punt on the possibility.
Derry are understandably odds-on

favourites to post a third win of the
campaign, BetVictor’s 5-6 a lot more
enticing than BETFRED’s and Cor-
al’s 4-6.
However, Declan Devine’s Candys-

tripes were on Setanta Sports Cup
duty on Tuesday night – Derry de-
feated Linfield 3-1 having trailed 1-0
at half-time to qualify for the last
four of the competition – so potential
fatigue could be an issue at the
Brandywell for the hosts tonight
which tempers any enthusiasm to

back against City completely.
The draw, however, seems to be a

live runner in this three-horse
match betting race and at Coral’s 5-2
it’s worth paying to find out if these
two will be separated at all.
Derry have conceded just once in

three league encounters while City’s
attacking nous, as previously illus-
trated, is far from fluent just yet.
At the same time, a vast defensive

improvement by Dunne’s men last
Friday night would suggest they can
frustrate Derry too.

Recommendation Derry City v
Cork City. Draw: 1pt 5-2 Coral (12-5
generally).
● BOYLESPORTS are one firm that
have looked very negatively on
Cork’s performances in the Allianz
National Football League Division 1
shunting the Rebels out from 4-1 to
9-2 for the All-Ireland and are also
laying Conor Counihan’s men for
their trip to Castlebar on Sunday.
Unfortunately, it is hard to argue

with their revised opinion.
Cork were uncharacteristically

awful for sustained periods against
Kerry last Sunday, particularly in
the first-half and against 2-1 shot
(Stan James, Ladbrokes, William

Hill) Mayo in their own backyard a
similar display could leave them
with a mountain to climb to qualify
for the semi-finals.
Cork, 8-13 with Boylesports,

though just 1-2 in places, are
two-point favourites with the layers,
Paddy Power’s 11-10 the best around
if you trust the Rebels to prevail by
three points or greater, Mayo are
evens with Ladbrokes and William
Hill to lose by one point or better.
The wiser choice may be to bank

on fewer than three goals being
scored at the best odds available
over the weekend.
In nine league encounters in-

volving these two, Cork’s five and
Mayo’s four, only once has the total
number of goals scored in their
games gone higher than two, that of
course being the occasion the Rebels
raised four green flags against Down
in Páirc Uí Chaoimh.
Added to that, Cork have shut-out

Armagh, Down, Laois and Kerry
while Mayo also kept clean sheets
against the Orchard and O’Moore
Countys respectively.
Elsewhere, JBM’s hurlers are 11-4

with bet365 and William Hill to in-
flict a first league defeat upon
Kilkenny at Páirc Uí Chaoimh on
Sunday.
The Cats, 4-9 shots at Boylesports

and BetVictor, are unlikely to be as
accommodating defensively this
weekend following the concession of
six goals to Dublin at Nowlan Park
so backing Cork is ill-advised.
The draw is 10-1 but it could pay to

side with Kilkenny in the handicap
market by backing them giving up a
three-point cushion to Cork at Paddy
Power’s quote of 10-11.

Recommendations Mayo v Cork
Under 2.5 goals 2pts best available
odds; Kilkenny (-3) v Cork. 2pts 10-11
Paddy Power.

UNFORTUNATELY, last weekend’s
recommendations were taken from
the ‘less than inspired choices’ draw-
er with seven losing selections but
we are still very much ahead this
year.
Our headline selections, Cork to

beat Galway (2pts 10-11 Paddy
Power, Stan James) and Shamrock
Rovers to defeat Cork City (3pts 3-4
Paddy Power) were our worst res-
ults.

Can Grosjean meet the grade and find winning Formula?
ONE of my major bugbears with sport-
ing classifications is the need of some
organisations to play up the standards
of their leagues.
Example: There are now four divi-

sions of AIL senior rugby, yet the lowest
strata is Division 2B.
The GAA have also experimented

with this sort of alphabet numbering,
although they can at least claim the win-
ners of the NHL 1B division this season
will join three teams from 1A in the
league semi-finals, thus justifying the
prefix ‘1’ to some extent.
The greatest perpetrator, of course, is

soccer.
Some bright spark 20 years ago de-

cided the First Division didn’t quite sug-
gest enough superiority and a new top
flight was launched with bells and
whistles and named the French/nautical
sounding ‘Premiership’.
This had the inevitable knock-on

effect of giving us the Championship
and the result of all this is that Charlton
are running away with the number one
league in England this season.
If you drop out of the lowest division

(League Two) in the Football League,
where do you end up?
The Blue Square ‘Premier’ of course!
When I was in secondary school, I

just missed out on this renaming fashion
when it came to segregating classes.

When we went into second year we
were assigned as 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.
This meant 2A had the intelligence

and the application, 2B had the
ne’er-do-wells, 2C the wasters and 2D
had those kids you were more likely to
see walking past your class window
than in an actual class.

The following year the classes were
named 2A1 to 2A4, ostensibly to con-
vince those in the latter that they had no
less mental dexterity than the others.
After that it got more convoluted, with

some schools going in for 2.12A and the
such to denote the class with the lowest
grades, so as not to hurt their feelings.
At one school in Clare, which a col-

league attended, they were divided into
classes named after trees, until some
parents complained that cedar, pine,
elm and oak could take to refer to the
relative thickness of each tree’s trunk.
You have to hand it to Formula One.

Up until recently, the grade right below
Grand Prix’s top tier was Formula 3!

There has been a Formula 2 for the
past three years, but nobody bar relat-
ives of the drivers watch it. And there
are no plans to call it Formula 1B.
Recommendation: Jenson Button

took the checkered flag last weekend in
Oz, giving hope that it won’t be another
stroll to the title for Seb Vettel again this
year. The action moves to Malaysia this
weekend before a three-week break and
the 10-1 you can get on Mark Webber
winning there should not be snuffed at.
Malaysia’s torrential rain could throw

teams’ plans into disarray so it’s worth
taking a punt on Lotus driver Romain
Grosjean each way at 66-1 with Boyles-
ports as well.


